We are committed to supporting people with disabilities to get out and enjoy cycling.

We have set up Bike Library with a fleet of specialised and modified bicycles. These are available for people to see and test out, with the goal of finding the perfect bike for them. This is a diverse fleet with everything from two-wheel bikes with stabilisers and trikes through to bicycles catering for higher needs such as tandems and carriages, as well as, handcycles and recumbents.

Find out more about our Bike Library or book an assessment by contacting us on... dreams@dreamfit.com.au

Receive a full individual assessment with our trained Occupational Therapist

Test and try specialised bikes from all around the world to find the best fit for you

Learn about all the available add-ons and extra supports

Feel comfortable knowing our Engineering team are on hand to assist with any modifications or maintenance

Get ongoing support with regular check-in’s, skills work shops and group programs
How it works

**testing**
Our Bike Library Fleet provides the opportunity for individuals to come and test and try out the different bikes. By booking an appointment with our Dream Coordinator we will be able to provide a full assessment and identify the best options for that person. From here, we can assist with ordering the chosen bike.

**short-term loans**
In some cases, an individual or family may not need to purchase a bike for themselves as they only intend to use it on occasion such as during a family holiday or at a school program. In this case, our fleet of bikes will be available to hire out on an as needed basis for anything from a day to a week or two.

**library membership**
Once the best solution has been found through an assessment or test, there is the option to join our Bike Library as a member. This will entitle the individual to a range of different options, such as, regular maintenance, skills workshops and education sessions.

Our fleet

We have a fleet of many different style and size bikes. Here are just a few examples.

- **Handcycles** for those children and adults who have limited function in their legs
- **Bicycle carriage** with supports for those can’t cycle but want to enjoy the ride
- **Hand and foot pedalled trikes** for children so they can use their arms and legs
- **Our recumbent style trikes** provide more stability and a different position for pedaling
- **Wheelchair tandems** for those who want to experience the ride up front
- **Trikes with a range of supports** for low and high needs

Find out more about our Bike Library or book an assessment by contacting us on.. dreams@dreamfit.com.au